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Abst ract - - In  this paper, we construct a consistent estimstor of nonparametric regression by spline 
functions, an~point out that a key theorem of Quidels's is wrong. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let {(X~,Y/) : i  = 1,... ,n} be i.i.d, sample of (X ,Y )  with values in R 2. Our goal is to estimate 
the regression function E(Y[X = z) ~ G(z). Many works have appeared in the literature. One 
should consult [1,2], and references within for the details. Quidel [3] (or [2, pp. 251-253]) used 
spline function, ~(n)  say, to estimate G(z), where ~( , )  belongs to the class S~(__n)[0, 1], k > 1, 
of splines of order 2k-  1 based on uniform partition Am(n) of [0, 1], and it minimizes the empirical 
risk 
Re = n - ( I )  
j= l  
Quidel proved that ~n(n) is a consistent estimator of G(z), provided that 
(i) EY ~ < oo 
(ii) G(z) continues on the interval [0,1]; 
(iii) the support of X is [0, 1], and the distribution of X is absolutely continuous with respect 
to the Lebesgue measure on [0,1]. 
Unfortunately, we have to point out that his conclusion of Theorem 2, the basis of proving the 
consistency of ~(n) ,  is wrong. In detail, let P be the joint distribution of (X,Y), and write 
R(9) for f (Y  - 9(X))  2 dR, quidel proved that 
sup  IRe (9 )  - 0 a.c.  as n - - ,  (2)  
~es~C2~[o,l] 
provided m2Cn) - o (n/log n). 
Since ~(x) -- n belongs to S~[0 ,  1], thus if (2) were true, then as n ---* oo 
[Re (n) - R(n)[ = (5  2 - EY 2) - 2n (~ - EY)  ~ 0 a.c. (3) 
] j=1 j=a 
However, by the strong law of large numbers and the central limit theorem, we have 
n-l/2[Re (n) - R(n)[ =~ U(O, 4Vat (V)), (4) 
where the notation "=~" means the convergence in distribution. This means that (3) is impossible, 
that is, (2) does not hold. 
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In order to obtain the consistency of the estimator constructed by splines, we let 
S~(..n~[0, l](Ln) - {~o: ~o • S"2k!_n~[0, 1]  19(=)1 <- L.  for all = • [0, X]} 
and 
is that spline function for which 
~.(x)  • s~¢_"~[0, X](L.) 
Re (~o,)= inf I ~(Y i -  ~o(X,)) 2. 
s=(_"~t0,11(n.)  
(5) 
We present he following result. 
THEOREM. Suppose that (i), (ii) and (iii) hold, then 
lim sup [¢pn(x)- G(z)l-- 0 s.c., (6) 
n-.oo 0_<,_<1 
prov ided  that re(n) -- o ( .11 /2° ) ,  re (n )  --+ oo, and that  Ln = o(n l / l ° ) , Ln  --+ oo. 
2. THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
For convenience, we express the expectation value by another form. Write Pr,.~ f ff dPn and 
pfA_ f f dP, where P is the joint distribution of (X, Y) and Pn denotes the empirical measure 
based on (X1,Y1),..., (Xn,Y,~). Divide the proof into three lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Under the condition (i), we have 




inf Pn(Y - ~(X)) 2 - inf P(Y - 9(X)) 2 --* 0 a.s. (8) 
s~("~t0,tl(L.) ~(") S2k-x[0,1](L,~) 
as  n ---* oo .  
PROOF. Since (7) implies (8), thus we only need to show (7). We first adopt some notation 
concerning VC-class and the metric entropy. Given a set H, a collection/2 of subset of H and 
the finite set S C H, let Au(s)  be the number of different sets U N S for U •/4.  For n • N + let 
rnU(n) := max {Au(S) :S  has n elements}. Let 
f inf {n: mU(n) < 2'*} 
V(/2) 
+~ if m u (n) = 2" for all n 
Vapnik and Chervonenkis [4] introduced Au, rnU(n) and V(/2). If rnU(n) < 2 n for some n, i.e., 
if V(/2) < co, then/2 is called a Vapnik-Chervonenkis class (or VO-daas) and V(/2) is called its 
index. For a class of real functions ~" - {f} on H, let 
a j  = {(h,~): 0 < t < l (h)  or y(h)} for y e ~, 
= {Gs : f  • Y}. 
GI and ~ are called, respectively, the graph of function f,  and the class of graphs of functions 
in :T. Call :T VC-claas of functions if ~ is a VC-class. Let Q be a probability measure and let :T 
be a class of real functions, the metric entropy is defined by 
Np(e,Q,.~) = min (m:  3 h,. . .  ,hr, such that sup ~2ra(QI f -  h, ln) a/n < e} for p > 1. 
~" 1__  - -  - -  
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We know that (cf. [5]) there exists a basis {,I~j(z): j = 1,.. .  ,2k+m(n)} such that for any fixed 




in other words, the dimension of the space S'2k("~[0, 1]is less or equal to re(n) + 2k, so does that 
of S~(_"~[O, l](Ln). 
,7=(.) In order to prove that the class of graphs of functions in S2k_~[0 , 1](Ln) forms a VC-class, we 
first consider the space {~o/L,- t:  to • s~(n~[o, 1](Ln),t • R1}. From the above flhstration, 
the dimension of this space is clearly less or equal to re(n) + 2k + 1. By Lemma II.18 of Pollard's 
[6, pp. 20], the classes of sets, {(z,t) : {to(z)/L, - t  > 0} : to e S~k(n~[0, 1](Ln)} and {(x,t) : 
{t0(z)/Ln - t < 0}: ~o • S~(..n~[0, 1](Ln)}, are all VC-classes of sets with indices no greater than 
re(n) + 2k + 1. Consequently by Lemma II.15 of Pollards [6, pp. 17], it is easy to see that the 
class of graphs of functions in Sin -" {to/L,: to • S~(n)l[O, 1](Ln )} forms a VC-class with index 
no greater than 2(re(n) + 2k + 1). Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.7 of Alexander's [7], we can 
derive that 
NI((~, Q, Sin) ~ (8~) -4(m(n)+2k+l), 
that is 
NI(6L., Q, S~(_"~ [0, 1](L.)) _< (8~) -4(m(n)+2k+l). (10) 
Let 
J:2. = :~ES~("~[0 ,1] (L . )  . (12) 
For any two fixed functions ytol/L . and yto2/Ln E .Tin, by the Canchy inequality, we have 
(Q(~Ol- ~P2)2) 112 (Q[~I_.: ¢p2[) 1/2 
QIY~'ILn- Y~21 _< (Qy2)1/2 \" ~n -< (2QY2)I/2 \ Ln 
Hence by (10), we have 
Nl ( 61/2(2QY2)l/2, Q, Y:I,) <_ (86) -4(m(")+2t+l). (13) 
Similarly, 
N1(26, Q,.T2.) <_ (86) -4(m(")+2k+l). 
We now show (7). It suffices to show the following three assertions: 
(14) 
sup IP,~o2(X) - P~o2(X)[ ~ 0 a.s. (15) 
sup [PnY~O(X) -- PY~o(X)[ .-, 0 a.s. (16) 
S~(._'I [0,1](L.) 
I p .y  2 - ey21  - ,  o a.s. (17) 
(17) is an obvious fact. Now to deal with (15). Note the definition of 52, in (12), we only need 
to show that 
L~ sup [P , f -  P f[ -~ 0 a.s. (18) 
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Tracing the argument used in proving of Theorem II.37 of Pollards [6, pp. 34-35], and invok- 
ing (14) and the assumptions that re(n) - o(n  11/2°) and L,~ - o(nl /1°) ,  we can easily derive 
that for any ~ > 0 
~sup [Pnf - Pf[ > 8~ } P 
< 2 ~ exp 12-'~ J + 4 \~-n~ ] exp ( -n)  
= e exp -1 -~ nil2(1 + 0(1 . 
By Borel-Cantelli Lemma, (15) is proved. 
To show (16). Invoking again BorebCantelli Lemma, we only need to show that for any fixed 
~-'~ P {Lnsup[Pnf - Pf, > ~} < c~. (19) 
n=l  Yx~ 
By Pollard's symmetrization method [6, pp. 31, the inequality (30)] 
_< 4_P ,] L,, sup le°.fl > #4, e,~lYI _< 4elYl~ (20) 
L -T'I n ) 
4P{P,~IY[ > 4PIYI), 
where pof  = t E~=t ¢rjf(Xj, 1~), o';s are i.i.d, variables with distribution P(al = q-l) = ~, and 
are independent of (Xj, Yj)'s. Since PnIYI "* PlY[ a.s., we have 
OO 
~_, P{P.IYI > 4PIYI} < oo. (21) 
el----1 
Now to prove the following conclusion: 
P.° P,.,IY[ <_ 4PLY[ < oo. P L. sup[ . f l>e ,  
n=l  -~'ln 
(22) 
By (13) and Pollard's approach [6, the inequality (31)], we have 
P (L,~sup[P,~f[> 4' P"IY[<-4P[Y[} 
k J:~,, 
[ n~' L~/,iYi 2) < 2 (4;-~y i - L , )  -'('~(")+2'+1) • exp \ -g -  
] 
^ . . , , .  0(1,) = e exp 502Ply]2- ,- + • 
This implies (22), thus (16) is proved from (20) to (23). 
LEMMA 2. Under the conditions (i), (ii) and (i//), we have 




as  n ---~ oo .  
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PROOF. By Lemma 1, it is enough to show that 
I 





inf P(Y  - ~(X)) 2 - P (Y  - G(X))2[ ~ 0 ,eqno(26) 
s~L"~[o,ll I 
where I(A) is the indicator function of the set A. (25) and (26) are easily checked by the uniform 
continuity of G(X) on [0, 1] and the following formula that 
P(Y -  G(X)) ~ - inf P(Y -  h(X)) 2 
heE2(P) 
< inf P(Y -h(Y ) )  2 
- -  hE~s, ,  
< P(Y  - G(X)) ~, 
(27) 
as long as n is large enough, where £2(p) stands for the class of all square integrable functions 
with respect o distribution P,  and ~3, = {h: h is continuous function on [0, 11 and Ih(~)l < L. 
for all z e [0, 1]}. 
The tricks of proofs (25) and (26) are the well-known approximation arguments for continuous 
functions, we omit the details of proofs here. 
LEMMA 3. Under the conditions (i), (ii) and (riO, we have 
sup Iw.(x) - G(x)[--* 0 a.c. (28) 
oSxSl 
PROOF. By (7), we have 
[Pn(Y - ~,(z) )  2 - P(Y  - tan(x))2l -"* 0 a.s., (29) 
where ~,~ is that spline function defined by (5). Consequently, together with (8) and (24), we 
have 
P(Y  - ~n(X))2 - s'C")r0~,_,,inf ,11, P(Y  - ~(X)) 2 -.-, 0 a.s., (30) 
as n ~ oo. The remaining part of proof of the lemma is the same as that of Quidel's [3, Theorem 3 
and Theorem 4], here we give the outline of proof. 
Let ~:*(z) E S~(~, for which 
/o I /o I (G(z) - ~,~* (z))2 dz = inf (G(x) - ~0:))2 dz .  
s2k- 1 [0 ,1 ]  
One can prove that (cf. [3, Theorem 3, the Formulae (10) and (11)] or [2, pp. 252-2531) 
sup I~X*(x)- G(z)l ~ 0 a.c., 
o<x<l  
and 
sup I~ . (~)  - ~: ' (~)1 -~ 0 a.c. 
O_.x~l 
The proof of the lemma is completed, so does the proof of the theorem. 
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